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Abstract-In this paper, we give a class of nonlinear systems which cannot be stabilized by 
Cl-feedback, but can be reahzed by homogeneous feedback of degree zero. The second part gives an 
observer and proves that the system is stabilized when, in the feedback, the state is replaced by the 
estimation given by the observer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have addressed the stabilization problem of planar nonlinear systems: 
where f(O) = 0. 
When g # 0, the principal results have been obtained by rectifying g near the origin and using 
various techniques: nilpotent approximation, normal forms central manifold theory, . . . (see, for 
instance, [1,2]). For the singular case g(0) = 0, there are few results. In [3], necessary and 
sufficient conditions for Cl-stabilization of planar bilinear systems are given. However, as it will 
be shown in Section 2, there exist bilinear systems which are not Cl-stabilizable but stabilizable 
by means of homogeneous feedback of zero degree (see also [4]). 
The aim of this paper consists of stabilizing a planar bilinear system by using an observer. 
The observer synthesis has been studied by several authors. In [5,6], the authors construct 
a Kalman-like observer for nonlinear systems which are observable for any input (see [7,8]). 
For n-dimensional bilinear systems with dissipative drift, in [9], Gauthier and Kupka prove the 
stabilization with an observer by using central manifold techniques and the Jurdjevic-Quinn law 
(see [lo]). In this paper, using the Lyapunov techniques, we prove the stabilization 
observer for a class of planar bilinear systems for which the drift is not dissipative. 
with an 
2. STABILIZATION 
Consider the following system: 
ii=Ac+uBx, u E Iw, ZEIR?, A= [: :], B= [;: _OA], A#O. (s) 
It is clear that a necessary condition of @-stabilization is that there exists IY E W such that the 
eigenvalues of A + CYB have nonpositive real parts (since u(z) is a Cl-stabilizing feedback, the 
linear approximation of the closed-loop system is & = (A + u(O) B)z). 
Since det(A+cYB) = (r2det B-oTrAB+detA and Tr(A+aB) = TrA, anecessary condition 
for the Cl-stabilizability of (S) is ll(A) < 0 and (‘hAB)2 - 4detAdet B > 0. 
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Assume that (Tr AB)2 -4 det A det B > 0. We give a stabilizing feedback law when the bilinear 
system (S) is stabilizable: 
(i) 
7IkAB 
u(z) = - 
2det B’ 
if ‘ll(A)<O, 
(ii) 
414+91 =I %+a 2; 
u(z) = if (21,~~) # (O,O), 
otherwise , 
if det B(4 det A - (Tr A)‘) -(‘II AB)’ < 0, 
(iii) 
TkAB cz~+Z(bc+l)~~ ra+bz; 
u(z) = 
ma+ a a X bz,-cz, 1 if(a,tz) # (RO), 
‘ItAB 
if llA=O, 
2detB’ otherwise, 
where q1 = 3ac + 2c + dc, q2 = 2ad+4bc+d2+2d+a2+2a+4 and q3 = 3bd+ab+2b. Let 
a = Tr AB/(2 det B). 
(i) Since Tr (A) < 0, the real parts of eigenvalues of (A + aB) are negative. 
(ii) Since (det B)(4 det A - (Tr A)2) - (‘Ill AB)2 = A2bc < 0, the function u(z) is analytic on 
lR2 \ (0). Let 
V(~I, 22) = 42: z: + 221 ZZ(CZ: + (a + d) ~122 + bzi) + (cz: + (a + d) z1 t2 + bxi)‘; 
it is clear that V is positive definite. A simple computation gives 6’ = -2V. 
(iii) Since Tr = Tr(A+aB) = 0, then A1 = A+aB is of the form A1 = with bc < 0, 
and we get 
EXAMPLE. Let 
A=[_; ;]I B=[; _;]. 
Since Tr(A) > 0, (S) is not Cl-stabilizable. However, the following feedback: 
-64-621 za+9+ 
u(x) = 3r;+Zrf ’ 
if (21~22) # (0, 0)) 
0, otherwise, 
stabilizes (S). 
The Non-Stabilizability 
If one of the following conditions holds, then (S) is not stabilizable 
(71AB)2 - 4detAdet B > 0, 
(i) (IlAB)’ - 4det Adet B < 0, (ii) Tr A > 0, 
det B(4 det A - (TrA)2) - (ll AB)2 1 0. 
This result is a consequence of Tchetaev theorem with H(z) = 21 tz (see, for instance, [ll]). 
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3. STABILIZATION WITH THE OBSERVER 
Consider an observer of a bilinear system: 
i:=Az+uBz=A(u)z, 
y=Cz, (9 
of the form: 
2 = A2 + uBf + S-‘(t) C+(y - Ci), 
S= 4S - A+(u) S - SA(u) + C’C. 
(0) 
The set of symmetric positive definite matrices is preserved by the second equation of (0) (see, 
for instance, [5]). In [6], th e authors prove also that the set of bounded inputs for which the 
observer converges is an open dense subset of L”O(Iw+). In the csse that the system is observable 
for any input, this set is equal to Loo(@). 
For n-dimensional bilinear systems with dissipative drift and observable for any input, Gauthier 
and Kupka [9] h ave proved the stabilization with this observer. However, if the drift is not 
dissipative, let us assume that (C) satisfies the following assumption. 
(H). There exists a bounded stabilizing feedback law u(z) and a Lyapunov function V(z) such 
that: 
(i) g (AZ + u(z) Bz) < 0, Vx#O, and 
() I/ /I ii g < cy(1+ V(x)). 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumption (II), if@) is observable for any input, then the system: 
4 = Ai + u(2) Bi(t) - S-‘(t) C+(Ci - y), 
d = (A + u(Z) B - S-‘(t) CtC) e, 
(Et) 
is globally asymptotically stable, where S(t) is a solution of 3 = -0s - A+(u(O))S - SA(u(i)) + 
C+C, with S(0) y s mmetric positive, and e(t) = s(t) - x(t). 
PROOF. First let us prove the boundness of the component of any trajectory of (Et). Let 4(t) 
be the fundamental matrix of i = A(u(f))x. Then 
S(t) = e -” d+(t)-’ S(0) d-‘(t) + e-“(d(t))-’ J’ e** 4+(s) C+ Cqh(s) dscj-l(t). 
0 
“XII;; I_’ is bounded, we can verify that there exist constants A1 > 0, XZ > 0 such that IlS(t)ll 5 
It iishown in [5] that the error Ile(t)ll < A _ 2 esetlz. Now let us prove the boundness of 2(t). 
$ (V(2)) = $i)(Ai + u(2) B2) - g(2) S-‘(t) C’ G(t). 
Since, by (H), 
$ (V(k)) 5 X1 ilz eceiz+xa)tllC+CII 11 g(Z)11 5 p e(-e/z+xz)*(l + V(g)), 
then log(l+V(s)) is upp er b ounded by a positive constant for 0 > 2A2. Consider now a decreasing 
sequence of positive reals {~k}k>l, k liTaPt = 0. Since ,li~~ V-‘([O,pk]) = {0}, it suffices to 
prove that there exists an increasing Gquence {tk})>o, tk > 0, limtk = +a~, such that t/t 2 tk, 
Z(t) E V-‘([O,pk]). Let po be such that i(0) E V-‘(Lp~,po]). 
f (V(5)) 5 g(i)(Ai + u(i) Bi) + ~e(-e’2+Xa)t(1 + V(2)). 
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Using the boundness of 5 for B > 2x2 and the fact that 
sup ~@%A~ + u(z) Bz), 2 E v-‘([pt+~>/%])} = &k < 0, 
we get 
sup 
WW) 
t 
1 to and 2(t) E V-‘([pl,po]) 5 : < 0. 
I Hence, 3tl > to, Vt 1 tl, i(t) E V-‘([O,pl]). A simple induction ends the proof. 
Application to Planar Bilinear Systems 
Consider the planar bilinear system (S) observed by a linear form 
i=Az+uBz, 
y = CE = h121+ hZ 22. (9 
Assume that (A,C) is observable and hl ha = 0. 
PROPOSITION. If(S) is stabilizable, then the system with observer (X,0) is globally asymptoti- 
cally stable. 
PROOF. A simple computation shows that (C) is observable for any input. Recall that if (C) 
is stabilizable, then the stabilizing laws are constant feedbacks and homogeneous feedbacks of 
degree zero. And then the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. I 
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